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Day 2: Annotating EST sequences

Molecular Function

Cellular Component Biological Process

Day 3: Analysis of Gene expression
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Day 4: Evolutionary Relationships of genes and Data
Management

Day 5: Phylogeny Reconstruction
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Day 1: Data generation and processing

Identifying protein Coding Information in a Genome
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From DNA to Gene products

Reverse
transcription

Functional RNA
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cDNA Generation: The SMART approach

SMART™ (Switching Mechanism at 5’ End of RNA Template)

Cloning of cDNA
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Restriction digest cuts DNA at specific sites
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Linker are required for directed cloning of cDNAs

Sal1

Not1

cDNA

Sal1
Not1

Vector

Sanger Sequencing
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Sanger Sequencing: The Trace Data

The Base calling procedure
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Sequencing Methods: Real time sequencing

Sequencing Methods: Real time sequencing
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Light intensity reflects the number of inserted bases

Sequences from cloned inserts usually contain vector
elements
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EST information helps sometimes

Trace Information also provides relevant information

<?xml version="1.0"?>
        <trace_volume>
                <trace>
                        <trace_name>Xb_MM1_01A01</trace_name>
                        <center_name>KML-UH</center_name>
                        <submission_type>NEW</submission_type>
                        <species_code>XENOTURBELLA BOCKI</species_code>
                        <strategy>EST</strategy>
                        <trace_type_code>EST</trace_type_code>
                        <source_type>NON GENOMIC</source_type>
                        <center_project>ANIMAL PHYLOGENOMICS</center_project>
                        <trace_file>XENOTURBELLA_BOCKI/KML-UH/traces/Xb_MM1_01A01.scf</trace_file>
                        <chemistry>BIGDYEV3.1</chemistry>
                        <chemistry_type>TERMINATOR</chemistry_type>
                        <clone_id>Xb_MM1_01A01</clone_id>
                        <insert_flank_left>CGACTGGAGCACGAGGACACTGACATGGACTGAAGGAGTAGAAA</insert_flank_left>
                        <insert_flank_right>AAAAAAAAAAAAAACACTGTCATGCCGTTACGTAGCGTATCGTTGACAGC</insert_flank_right>
                        <library_id>XB_MM1</library_id>
                        <plate_id>01</plate_id>
                        <program_id>KB BASECALLER VERSION=1.2</program_id>
                        <run_machine_type>ABI3730XL</run_machine_type>
                        <template_id>Xb_MM1_01A01</template_id>
                        <trace_end>FORWARD</trace_end>
                        <trace_format>SCF</trace_format>
                        <ncbi_trace_archive>
                                <ti>1926486127</ti>
                                <taxid>242395</taxid>
                                <basecall_length>1174</basecall_length>
                                <load_date>Oct  2 2007  3:45AM</load_date>
                                <state>active</state>
                        </ncbi_trace_archive>
                </trace>
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Clipping of non-Insert DNA is essential

LUCY CROSSMATCH

LUCY: Identification of Vector contamination and
low quality regions

From: Chou H.-H. and Holmes M. H. (2001) Bioinformatics 17:1093-104

1. Determine longest continuous high-qual region
(overall quality must exceed a user defined value)
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LUCY: Identification of Vector contamination and
low quality regions

From: Chou H.-H. and Holmes M. H. (2001) Bioinformatics 17:1093-104

1. Determine longest continuous high-qual region
(overall quality must exceed a user defined value)

a) End Trimming (bracket): Find the first and
the last window meeting a given quality
limit, e.g. 10 consecutive base pairs with
max_avg_error of 0.02

b) Identification of regions with high error
probability (window). Find the longest
subsequence that meets the quality criteria
specified by window_size and
max_avg_error (multiple window sizes are
allowed)

c) Identify the longest subsequence fulfilling
the overall sequence quality criteria (error).
Options to specify are max_avg_error and
max_error_at_ends (maximum error
probability to the two bases on each end of
the subsequence).

LUCY: Identification of Vector contamination and
low quality regions

From: Chou H.-H. and Holmes M. H. (2001) Bioinformatics 17:1093-104

1. Determine longest continuous high-qual region
(overall quality must exceed a user defined value)

2. (Optional): Extend the high quality region by
using a 2nd, independent base call from the
same chromatogram.
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LUCY: Identification of ‘Vector Splice Sites’.

From: Chou H.-H. and Holmes M. H. (2001) Bioinformatics 17:1093-104

a) splice_site_file: Used for vector clipping and contains the
flanking sequences of the cloning site, plus any adaptor
sequences used during cloning. Option: bidirectional trimming.

b) vector_file: Used for contaminant identification. Contains the
entire sequence of the cloning vector.

1) Search within the first 200 bp for the 5’ splice site. In the first 40 bp, an 8 bp long optimal
local alignment of splice site and sequence is sufficient. For the next 60 bp and 100 bp, the
minimum alignment length is set to 12 and 16, respectively.
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LUCY: Identification of ‘Vector Splice Sites’.

From: Chou H.-H. and Holmes M. H. (2001) Bioinformatics 17:1093-104

a) splice_site_file: Used for vector clipping and contains the
flanking sequences of the cloning site, plus any adaptor
sequences used during cloning. Option: bidirectional trimming.

b) vector_file: Used for contaminant identification. Contains the
entire sequence of the cloning vector.

1) Search within the first 200 bp for the 5’ splice site. In the first 40 bp, an 8 bp long optimal
local alignment of splice site and sequence is sufficient. For the next 60 bp and 100 bp, the
minimum alignment length is set to 12 and 16, respectively.

2) Search in the remainder of the sequence for the 3’ splice site. Note, search is done only
with the highest stringency.

LUCY: Identification of polyA tails

From: Chou H.-H. and Holmes M. H. (2001) Bioinformatics 17:1093-104

1) Search for the first min_span oligo-dT in the initial_search_range bp of the insert sequence,

2) Extend from this poly-T seed towards the center of the sequence

3) Allow for max_error mismatches between the oligo-dT of min_span length and the

sequence.

4) Repeat the procedure with oligo-dA from the end of the sequence.
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LUCY: Identification of Vector contamination and
low quality regions

From: Chou H.-H. and Holmes M. H. (2001) Bioinformatics 17:1093-104

1. Determine longest continuous high-qual region
(overall quality must exceed a user defined value)

2. (Optional): Extend the high quality region by
using a 2nd, independent base call from the
same chromatogram.

3. Identification of ‘Vector Splice Sites’. Different
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variable base quality over the sequence
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sequences, e.g. Vector inserts (cut the vector
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LUCY: Identification of Vector contamination and
low quality regions

From: Chou H.-H. and Holmes M. H. (2001) Bioinformatics 17:1093-104

1. Determine longest continuous high-qual region
(overall quality must exceed a user defined value)

2. (Optional): Extend the high quality region by
using a 2nd, independent base call from the
same chromatogram.

3. Identification of ‘Vector Splice Sites’. Different
search stringencies are used to account of
variable base quality over the sequence

5. Summary of the results and output generation

4. Identification and removal of contaminating
sequences, e.g. Vector inserts (cut the vector
into a tag-library and search for hits.
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LUCY: Parameter and their default values

From: Chou H.-H. and Holmes M. H. (2001) Bioinformatics 17:1093-104

Additional processing: Id of repeats
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EST-Clustering

CAP3: Overlap identification

ESTs
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CAP3: Overlap identification

ESTs

1. Concatenate sequences into a combined sequence. Reads are separated by a separation character

combined sequence

CAP3: Overlap identification

ESTs

1. Concatenate sequences into a combined sequence. Reads are separated by a separation
character.

2. Compute high scoring chains of segments between each EST and the combined sequence using
the Blast heuristic. Identify candidate pairs. Every pair counted only once.

combined sequence
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CAP3: Overlap identification

ESTs

1. Concatenate sequences into a combined sequence. Reads are separated by a separation character
2. Compute high scoring chains of segments between each EST and the combined sequence using

the Blast heuristic. Identify candidate pairs. Every pair counted only once.
3. Remove poor quality sequence ends

What is good?
a) any sufficiently long region of high quality that is highly similar to a region of another read
b) any sufficiently long region that is similar to a high quality region of another read.
Method: Smith-Waterman alignment with quality-weighted scored: Match = m * min(q1,q2);

Mismatch = n * min(q1,q2), Gap-extension = -g * min(q1,q2).

combined sequence

CAP3: Overlap identification

ESTs

1. Concatenate sequences into a combined sequence. Reads are separated by a separation character
2. Compute high scoring chains of segments between each EST and the combined sequence using

the Blast heuristic.
3. Remove poor quality sequence ends
4. Compute global alignment for the high quality sequence pairs to verify overlaps. Evaluate

according to the following criteria:

combined sequence

1) minimum length
2) minimum identity
3) minimum similarity
4) number of high-quality mismatches

score a diff as max[0,min(q1,q2)-b]
b: high quality cut off
d: quality diff score that must not be exceeded

5)     Difference rate of overlaps relative to sequencing error
rate.
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CAP3: Contig Building

1) Generate a general layout using the overlapping reads from the pair-wise

analysis (Greedy algorithm in decreasing order of overlap scores).

2) In a simple view: Check the layout for incompatibilities, remove incompatible

reads and align.
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CAP3: Contig Building

1) Generate a general layout using the overlapping reads from the pair-wise

analysis (Greedy algorithm in decreasing order of overlap scores).

2) In a simple view: Check the layout for incompatibilities, remove incompatible

reads and align. (For the whole story refer to Huang and Madan (1999) Genome

Res. 9:868-877)


